
Problem

List the top 1-3 problems

EXISTING ALTERNATIVES

List how these problems are 

solved today

Traditional Lean Canvas (any industry)

Solution

Outline a possible solution for each problem

Unique Value Proposition

Single, clear, compelling message that turns an unaware visitor into an interested prospect

State Unfair Advantage

Something that can’t be easily copied or bought

HIGH LEVEL CONCEPT

List your X for Y analogy (e.g. YouTube = Flickr for video)

Customer Segments

List your target customers 

and users

EARLY ADOPTERS

List the characteristics of 

your ideal customers 

Competition

List your main direct and indirect competitors

Revenue Streams

List your source of 

revenue

Channels

List your path to 

customers

Key Metrics

List the key numbers that tell 

you how your business is 

doing

Market Size

Total Addressable 

Market



PROBLEM
List the top 1-3 problems

EXISTING ALTERNATIVES

List how these problems are solved today

Healthcare Lean Canvas

SOLUTION
Outline a possible solution for each problem

UNIQUE VALUE PROPOSITION
Single, clear, compelling message that turns an unaware visitor into an interested prospect

State Unfair Advantage - Something that can’t be easily copied or bought

HIGH LEVEL CONCEPT

List your X for Y analogy (e.g. Youtube = Flickr for video)

CUSTOMER SEGMENTS
List your target customers and users

EARLY ADOPTERS

List the characteristics of your ideal customers 

COMPETITION
List your main direct and indirect 

competitors

REVENUE STREAMS
List your source of revenue

KEY METRICS
List the key numbers that tell you how your 

business is doing

MARKET SIZE
Total Addressable Market

HEALTHCARE VALUE
The quality of health outcomes and improved patient 

experience achieved per dollar spent. Build your Healthcare 

Value Tree

REGULATORY
List all known regulations that may apply to 

your business area. 

ANALYTICS & DATA SOURCES
Where will you find initial data needed for your MVP? How 

will you gather, store and analyze data? 

CHANNELS / PARTNERS
List your path to customers

PAYMENT & REIMBURSEMENT MODEL
Follow the money. Identify the payment models and

reimbursement codes used by your customers to cover the 

cost of your solution



PROBLEM

1. Caseworkers must manage 

hundreds of patients, but can 

only reach 10% on any day.  

There’s not enough 

resources. 

2. Crisis helpline nurses have no 

automated intake to expedite 

calls or triage.

3. Patient satisfaction and 

patient outcomes survey 

results are delayed and 

expensive to collect.

Virtual Intelligent Assistant

SOLUTION

1. Supports care health risk assessments, coordination, self-care between

visits, treatment compliance. Notifies nurses and caregivers of progress

results interactions.

2. Outreach prompts patient adherence to advice, medications and

modifies behaviors.

3. Reduce anxiety and information burden on patient to comprehend

complex information with multiple choices. Support patient decision-

making for treatments.

UNIQUE VALUE PROPOSITION

1. Regularly prompt patients to self-report status and progress on therapy

sessions. Therapists have far more information about patients between visits.

2. VIA guides patients in conversation through difficult choices and trade-offs for

treatments.

3. VIA interpretation, explanation and alert routing of wearable sensor results.

4. VIA natural conversation call with a patient regarding their satisfaction with

recent service experience.

CUSTOMER 

SEGMENTS

1. Health Coaching, 

Behavioral 

coaching

2. Clinics/Hospitals 

3. Call Centers, Nurse 

Helpline Intake

COMPETITION

Virtual Care Assistants (Nuance – Nina, 

VirtOz, CDI, Gamgee/22 Otters, Get Abby, 

Next IT – Alme, IBM Watson, Great Call, 

Welltok/IBM).  Horizontals.

Mental Health (Ginger IO, Lifegraph, 

empower interactive, breakthrough, 

Intellicare, Big White Wall, Talkspace, 

Optimism

Patient Satisfaction (Press Gainey) 

REVENUE STREAMS

Transaction based, 

Cognition- as-a-Service 

(API); i.e., $0.004 per 

request, Query volume 

pricing, mo. subscription 

cost for licensing technology

Therapy digital visits at 

$40/20 min session

CHANNELS (Licensing Technology)

Medicaid MCOs (Molina, Centene, United Behavorial Health, 

Lantern Health), 

Telemedicine HIT (MD Live/Breakthrough, Carena, Teladoc, GE-

Intel CareInnovations), 

HIT Companies (EMRs, CDI), Urgent Care (QAlliance), 

Wearables (biometric, Samsung, ANT, apple), 

Care Coordination Outreach (Emmi Solutions, + 100 more)

MARKET SIZE

$3N Market (2020) 

(Nuance ~1BN in 

HC), 30% CAGR

TIME TO MARKET

9X Mos., High 

velocity


